
PREP IT PERFECT
SUCCESS GUIDE
& PAINT CHART

Creative Painters

NOT SURE WHERE TO START? 
MODERN · VINTAGE · FRENCH · COUNTRY COASTAL ·

INDUSTRIAL · RUSTIC 
TRANSFORM YOUR HOME ANY STYLE.



          here are 1000's of tutorials about

painting furniture online. Although in

theory these tutorials can be used with

Potters Paints we have found that the

consistency and texture of furniture

paints vary by brand.

 

Potters Paints is formulated to achieve

a smoother flatter finish without the

need to add any water. 

 

A lot of mistakes are made before

painting so we decided to compile this

prep guide to help you give your

creations a professional finish that will

last.

 

.
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" Prep it Perfect."
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1
Clean

Even if your furniture appears to be clean, it will still need
cleaning. Sorry! Get rid of grease, polish, dust and dirt with
water and Sugar Soap. Then follow up with some water on a
clean cloth to get rid of any sneaky residue. Allow time for it
to dry – you can waft it with your hands if you’re impatient.
Sugar Soap is available at DIY stores and all major
supermarkets.  

Remove any removable items – handles, shelves, drawers.
Gently run your hand over your piece of furniture to find any
flakes or bumpy bits which might need sanding. Get ready

for some joyous news – generally you DO NOT need to sand.
if the surface is sound, even if it’s varnished!

Sand if required

In most cases there is no need to sand if the surface is
sound. You may though want to give your piece a light sand
by hand with a fine sand pad to key your piece especially if
the surface is shiny. It only take a few minutes and will help
the paint adhere to the surface for a more professional
finish.  Always sand your furniture after cleaning and then
remove sanding dust before painting.

When to use a Stain Blocker or Primer.

Some woods like Mahogany, cherry and oak can bleed
through the first coat of paint if it hasnt been previosly
varnished. If you notice it staining through we recommend
protecting the surface with shellac or two coats of a stain
blocker like  Zinzzer Bin 123. We do not recommend sanding
mahoganey before painting as its stains are likely to bleed
through..
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The Process:

You are now ready to paint it perfect!

Prepare  your  su r face
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want to learn more?
We have tried to give you the basics for preparing your

furniture for painting here. 

You will find painting with Potters Paints fun. We also suggest

taking an official Potters Paints workshop, nothing beats

using it for real!
Check out our other guides available on our website.
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Be sure to follow  on social media to stay up to date with 
all of my new product releases! @potterschalkpaints

potterspaints.co.uk


